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Abstract. Humidity and temperature data from the Measurementof Ozone by
Airbus in-serviceAircraft (MOZAIC) project have been usedto producemaps of
probability for ice supersaturationin two 50 hPa thick layers centered around 200
and 250 hPa. As the MOZAIC data coveronly internationalair routes,the resulting
maps cover mainly the northern midlatitudes. The data of ice supersaturation have
then been correlated with data of frequency of occurrenceof subvisiblecirrus from

the StratosphericAerosoland Gas Experiment (SAGE II) satellite instrument.
The correlationanalysisprovidedstrong indicationsthat subvisiblecirrus (SVC) is
associatedto ice-supersaturatedregions(ISSRs), althoughprocesses
are possible
that can decoupleSVC from ISSRs. A first trial to derive a global picture of
ice supersaturation near the tropopause was performed using a measure of cirrus
fractional coverageconstructedfrom meteorologicalanalysesof European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecastsand to correlate this with the supersaturation
data. The correlation was only moderate (although significant), leading to the
tentative conjecture that regionsof frequent ice supersaturation are to be expected
over the Indonesian archipelago,over the Amazonas basin, and over the northern
Pacific between Japan and Canada. A final correlation analysis between the
meteorological analysis data and the SVC data indicated that the formation of
SVC is generally thermodynamically controlled, with the exception of the northern
midlatitude SVC. The composition of the aerosol at the northern midlatitude
tropopause is probably variable due to industrial emissionsand air traffic. Hence
the freezing properties of these particles may become important, which results in a
weaker thermodynamic control of SVC formation in the northern midlatitudes.

1.

Introduction

small absolute humidity. It seems that the existence

of ice-supersaturatedregions(ISSRs) hasbeen deemed

The realization that ice supersaturation must be frequent in the upper troposphereis more than 50 years unimportant for numerical weather prediction and cliold. Helmut Weickmann concludedalready in his 1945 mate modeling for a long time. Only since about the
review paper on "Shapesand formation of atmospheric last 10-15 yearsthe interest in upper troposphericmoisice crystals"[I/Veickmann,
1945]that ice crystalsin the ture is growing among the scientificcommunity, mainly
atmosphere,that is, cirrus clouds,form mainly via the becauseit has beenrealizedthat the upper tropospheric
water phase and not as soonas ice saturation is reached. humidity, in spite of its small contribution to the total
He characterized the ice-forming regions in the up- atmospheric water content, plays an important role in

per troposphere(and he evenincludedthe stratosphere the radiation budget of the Earth [e.g., Ramanathan
here!) as regionsof high ice supersaturationbut with and Collins,1991],and the questionwhetherthe water
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vapor in the upper troposphere modifiesthe climate via
positive or negative feedbacksis a topic of lively debate

[e.g.,Lindzen,1990;Rind et al., 1991].
More recent indicationsof ice-supersaturatedregions
in the upper troposphere came from cirrus formation re22,743
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searchand contrail research. From many measurements persaturationin suchmoist regionsis 15%, whereasthe
in waveclouds,Heymsfieldet al. [1998]havedetermined mean critical relative humidity for cirrus formation aca critical relative humidity necessaryfor ice nucleation cordingto Heymsfieldet al. [1998], (seeabove) and
as a function of ambient temperature. At low temper- for the mean temperatures of such regions turned out
ature these critical relative humidities imply substan- to imply an ice supersaturation of about 30%. This
tial ice supersaturation. The frequent occurrence of finding explains that ice-supersaturated regionsare ofice-supersaturated air massesin the upper troposphere ten not recognizable from ground, since they appear
and the tropopause region has been found by in situ in clear air, unless air traffic marks them with persismeasurements
alsooveroceanicregions[Ovarlezet al., tent contrails. The degree of supersaturation in these
2000; Helten et al., 1999; Schumannet al., 2000]. Ob- moist regions obeys a simple probabilistic distribution
viously,there is a range of humidity valuesbetweenice law, it is exponentially distributed, which implies that
saturation and the critical relative humidity that allows small supersaturation is much more probable than a
formation of visible cirrus clouds. Upper tropospheric largeone [Gierenset al., 1999].This is consistent
with
regionswith a relative humidity in this range appear empirical statistics of contrail types found by $ussmann

clear from ground and therefore did not attract much
attention so far. However, these regions might be important in several respects, for instance the following:
they may be the sourcesof sub visible cirrus and hence
they may have an impact on the radiation budget of the
Earth. Via the changeof vertical radiation flux divergencethese regionsmay affect the height of the local

and Gierens[1999].
In the present paper we will evaluate the MOZAIC
data further, in order to determine the spatial distribution of ice supersaturation in the upper troposphere. In
section 2 we will present maps of the relative frequency

(or probability) of ice supersaturationfor two pressure
ranges. In section3.1 we will study the relation between

ice-supersaturatedregions(ISSRs) and subvisiblecirtropopause[Thuburnand Craig,1997].
Aircraft condensationtrails (contrails)can form and rus (SVC). Data about SVC are taken from the Stratopersist at supersaturationstoo low to support cirrus nu- sphericAerosoland GasExperimentII (SAGE II) satelcleation since the water vapor releasedfrom the aircraft lite [Wang et al., 1996]. Sucha study servestwo purenginesmixes with the ambient air in a way that can poses:First, from a radiation point of view, ice superlead in the aircraft wake temporarily to huge supersat- saturation can only be distinguishedfrom subsaturation
uration,therebyallowingnucleation[Schumann,
1996]. when ice crystals are formed in the ISSR. SupersaturaContrails in clear air are thus able to mark the super- tion alone does not produce particular spectral signasaturated regions where the ambient humidity is not tures. Thus a positive correlation between ISSR and
yet sufficientfor formation of cirrus clouds. Contrails SVC would make remote sensingand detection of ISoften appear in groups that have typical diameters of SRs easier. Such a correlation could then be used to
several 100 to 1000 km and usually last for more than completethe mapsof section2 (whichare void of data
a day [Bakan et al., 1994; Carletonand Lamb, 1986]. whereno MOZAIC flightstook place). Second,the exIt is most plausible to assumethat these groups occur istence or non-existence of a correlation between ISSR
in coherentregionswith ice supersaturation,that is, re- and SVC provides constraints for the formation mechSince the MOZAIC
gionswherethe state of the atmosphereallowsthe for- anisms of SVC in midlatitudes.
mationof persistentcontrails[Mannsteinet al., 1999]. data are confinedto regionsof heavy international air
$ausenet al. [1998]determinedthe globaldistribution traffic, we seekfor a possibilityto predict regionsof freof regionsin the upper tropospherewhere contrail for- quent ice supersaturation off the MOZAIC air routes.
mation is possible. The so-called "potential contrail A positive correlation between ISSR data and data of
cover"has a globalmean valueof 16% for the current the upper tropospherichumidity field or cirrus distribuclimate. This number might be an upper boundary for tion would allow such inferences. In section 3.2 we use
the possiblearea fraction of regionswith ice supersat- a measure of cirrus distribution constructed by $ausen
uration; it had been derived from European Centre for et al. [1998]from the ECMWF reanalyses[Gibsonet
Medium-RangeWeatherForecasts(ECMWF) reanaly- al., 1997]for this purpose.Finally, we comparealsothe
sesusinga contrail and cirrus parameterizationscheme SAGE II SVC data with ECMWF reanalysisdata. This
and is consistent with estimates from the satellite data
comparisonwill give valuable insight into the question
evaluationschemeof Mannsteinet al. [1999]. Yet the whether SVC formation is controlledby thermodynamdetermination of potential contrail coveris not basedon ics or by the availability of aerosol particles suitable for
direct humidity measurementsin the upper troposphere nucleation at small supersaturation. We summarize the
so far.

results and draw conclusions

Direct evidencefor the existenceof ice-supersaturated
regionsin the clear upper troposphereover large por- 2.

Spatial Distribution

in section 4.

of

tions of the globe comesfrom the recent evaluationof
Ice-Supersaturated
Regions
water vapor data from the Measurement of Ozone by
AirbusIn-serviceAircraft (MOZAIC) project[Marenco In order to allow spatial statistics with the MOZAIC
et al., 1998]. Gierenset al. [1999]foundthat 13.5%of data, they have been gridded onto a T42 grid, as has
these data implied ice supersaturation. The mean su- been done in our earlier work on large-scale humidity
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and temperaturefluctuations[Gierenset al., 1997].In
T42 resolution

the zonal direction

is divided

into 128

sectors,the meridional direction into 64 segments,giv-

ing a total of 8192grid cells. A T42 cellhasa dimension
of 2.8ø x 2.8ø, that is, about 300 x 300 km2. We use
only data obtained in the pressurerange 175-275 hPa
and sort them into two 50 hPa thick layers centered
around 200 and 250 hPa. The hygrometersaboard the

MOZAIC aircraft are capacitivesensors(Humicap H,
Vaisala, Finland). The water vapor measurementsystem, its installation, working principle, and calibration
is described
in detailby Helten et al. [1998]andwill not
be repeatedhere. The humidity data on the MOZAIC
databaseare of varying quality; here we only consider
data that have been qualifiedreliable (validity tag "1"
on the database). Absoluteuncertaintiesand absolute
precisionfor the used data are given in section2 of
our previouspaper [Gierenset al., 1999]. The measurementshave been successfullycompared with other

22,745

One shouldnote the differencebetweenthe probabil-

ity of ice supersaturation
P(IC - 1) and the probability for a certain degreeof ice supersaturationthat has
been mentionedin the introduction. The letter quantity is P{n% _<RHi < (n + 1)%};n _> 100, that is,
the probability that RHi obtains a value in the range
[n,n + 1)%, whereasP{IC - 1} - P{RHi >_100%}.
In orderto avoidconfusion
wewill oftencall P{ IC - 1}
in the followingthe "fractionalcoverageof ice supersaturation" which is another possibleinterpretation of this
quantity.

The overallprobability of ice supersaturationis larger
in the 250 hPa layer than in the 200 hPa layer. The
mean values are 11.2+5.6% for the 200 hPa layer and
15.2+7.0% for the 250 hPa layer. Note that these numbers refer only to the valid pixels in Plate 1; the actual global means are unknown since no appropriate
database

for their

determination

exists.

The

driest

lo-

cation (i.e., the one with least fractionalcoverageof ice

in-flight measurements
[Heltenet al., 1998,1999].Rel- supersaturationof lessthan 1%) in the lower layer is
ative humidities with respect to ice can be computed over a portion of the Sahara, whereas values of 20%
from the measured relative humidity with respect to and higher are not uncommon in more northern latiliquid water almostwithout introducingan additional tudes. The maximum fractional coverageof ice supererror due to temperatureuncertaintiesbecausethe ra- saturation of 36% is found about 10ø west of Brittany
tio of the two saturation water vapor partial pressures in France. In the 200 hPa layer the pixel with largest

varies only weakly with temperature (e.g., between60øC and -61øC by 0.5% which is much smaller than
the uncertaintyof the humidity measurementitself).
In order to simplify data evaluationwe devisea binary
quantity IC that obtainsthe value 1 when there is ice
supersaturationand zero otherwise.
We want to computefrom the MOZAIC data a map
showingthe probabilityof icesupersaturationas a function of longitude,latitude, and altitude. We proceedin
the followingway: we considereachflight separately.If
a flight wasfor 8 or moreminutesin a certaingrid cell
(whichimpliesthat the distanceflownin this cell was
100 km or longer), the measurements
in this grid cell
are stored for later averaging. Measurementsin grid
cellswith lessthan 8 rain flight time are discardedfrom

fractionalcoverageof icesupersaturation(33%) is found
overequatorial Africa. Other candidateregionsfor high
probability of ice supersaturationlike the Amazonas region and the Indonesian archipelagoare unfortunately
not present in our database. Unlike the 250 hPa layer,
in the 200 hPa layer the more northern latitudes tend
to show low fractional coverageof ice supersaturation.
The driest regionsin this sense(supersaturationproba-

bilitieslessthan 1%) are foundat the northeastcoastof
Canada (Davies strait), in the North Atlantic between
the southern cape of Greenland and the sea south of
Iceland, over the Black Sea, and along the coast of the
western

Sahara.

When we considerall validity tag I and 2 (i.e., RH
lessthan detectionthresholdof 5%) MOZAIC humidthe further evaluation since we do not consider a flight ity data (i.e., not only those data that were used for
distance of less than 100 km in a 300 x 300 km2 cell constructionof the maps), we find only a weakseasonal
representative.Next we take the set of grid cellsthat variation of the probability for ice supersaturation beremain after the previousstep and discardall grid cells tween 12.2% in spring and 15.9% in fall. (The correthat have not been met by at least 30 flights during the spondingnumbersgiven by Gierenset al., [1999] are
3 year period (1995-1997)of MOZAIC measurements. wrong becausethere we have erroneouslyonly counted
This filters out grid cells that have only sporadically the data for one year, 1995.) We did, however,not pro1} sincewe believethis
been met by MOZAIC flights (e.g., only in a certain duceseasonalmapsof P{ICseasonof the year or otherwiseincidentally). The re- should be done with a timeseriesof 4 or 5 years of the
maininggrid cellshavebeensampledin all 3 yearswith database.
a relative constant frequencythroughout the year. We
Gierensand $pichtinger[2000]have tried to deterfind 417 cells in the 200 hPa layer and 497 cells in the mine the extentsof ice-supersaturatedregions(ISSRs)
250 hPa layer that remain after the sort-out procedure. from the MOZAIC data. They found that MOZAIC
For these cells we have determined the number of mea-

surementsthat indicate ice supersaturation. The ratio

aircraft flew a mean distance of 150 km within ISSRs,
which spatial scalecompareswell with the typical exten-

sionof contrailclustersseenon satellitepictures[Bakan
in a cell,P{IC = 1}, maybeconsidered
the relativefre- et al., 1994;Mannsteinet al., 1999].However,theseauquencyor probabilityof ice supersaturation.The result thors showedalso that the path length statisticsis sub-

of this number

and the total number of measurements

of this procedureis shownin Plate 1.

ject to a severe selection bias, namely, that the chance
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Plate 1. Relativefrequencyin percentof ice supersaturation
(RHi _• 100%)obtainedfrom
humidityand temperaturemeasurements
of the MOZAIC projectduringthe years1995-1997.
Two 50 hPa thick layers centered around 200 and 250 hPa are shown. The statistics have been
performedon a T42 spatial grid.
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of an ISSR to be crossedby an aircraft increaseswith
its size. Unfortunately, this bias makesthe path length
statisticsmeaningless,and there is the possibilitythat
most of the ISSRs are an order of magnitude smaller
than the 150 km mean path length. A determination
of the true extents of ISSRs requiresdedicated research
flightsor advancedremotesensingtechniques.One idea
in the last respectis that ISSRs might often containsubvisible cirrus that, in turn, could be detected by satellite instruments. Thus it is interesting and important
to study the correlation between ISSRs and subvisible
cirrus, which we are now going to do.

3. Correlation

Analyses

We must make a remark before we proceed. Ideally,
one would like to correlate

the occurrence

of SVC

and

the existence of ice supersaturation on a case by case
basis, that is, we would like to considersingle events in
spaceand time. Unfortunately, this is not practicable
with the presentdata although time and spaceinformation couldin principle be obtained from both MOZAIC
and SAGE data. Single eventscannot be used here becauseit is rather unlikely that one of the five MOZAIC
aircraft and SAGE II measure the same region at the
same time.

It would

be tedious

to search such con-

Simulationsof Jensenet al. [1996]gavea shortlifetime of only a couple of hours for midlatitude SVC.
This lifetime

cated research on the relation

between ISSRs and SVC

is much shorter than

the lifetime

of con-

trail clustersat midlatitudes(1-2 days [Bakan et al.,
1994;CarletonandLamb,1986])whichwe may take as
an estimate

of the lifetime

of ISSRs.

If the numerical

result of Jensen et al. would be confirmed by direct
observations, then one must conclude that midlatitude

SVC can only be a transient phenomenonin ISSRs.
The assumptionthat SVC needs ice supersaturation
and hence is associatedwith ISSRs is certainly plausible. However, so far no in situ measurements of SVC
at midlatitudes have been published that could corroborate this conjecture. Using the MOZAIC data of ISSR

togetherwith the SAGE II data of SVC [Wang et al.,
1996] makesit possibleto indirectly confirmthe assumption, using a correlation analysis. For this purpose we have used the SAGE II SVC data for altitudes
of 10.5 and 12.5 km. These two levels are closest to the

250 and 200 hPa pressure levels that we have used for
the evaluation

of the MOZAIC

data.

Since the SAGE II

data are griddedontoa 24øx 10ø (longitudex latitude)
grid, we had to smooththe MOZAIC data from T42 resolution to the SAGE II spatial resolution. In the result
we have retained only SAGE II grid points where 10
or more MOZAIC grid cells with a quantified value of

gruencesin the data, in particular becauseSAGE II is ?{IC
a limb scanner, and yet the resulting data pool would
probably be sparse. Therefore we consider the mean
fields instead of single events, although the resulting
databaseis not large and the results can be interpreted
only in a statistical sense.In spite of this we deem the
correlation analysisuseful, also for inspiring more dedi-
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= 1} (i.e., the coloredpixels of Plate 1) can be

used to calculate

the smoothed

mean.

We chose this

kind of averagingfor the MOZAIC data in order to get
a better spatial coverageof the large 24ø x 10ø boxes
than would be guaranteed with averaging the original
1-min data. Thus we retained 13 and 18 SAGE II grid
cells for the 200 and 250 hPa layers, respectively, to
perform the correlationanalysis. These SAGE II grid

(e.g., researchaircraft flightssynchronizedwith satellite cells contain data from 10 to 35 valid MOZAIC
T42
overpasses).
grid cells and they all belong to the northern middle
latitudes, hencethe followingresults refer to this zone.
3.1. Correlation Between Ice Supersaturation
The correlationcoefficients(seeFigure 1 for a scatterand Subvisible
Cirrus
plot and least squaresfits) are as follows: Considering
Subvisiblecirrus [SVC) generally concentratesnear only the 200 hPa (12.5 km) layer, the correlationcoe•the tropopause. It occurs most frequently in the trop- cient betweenthe SAGE II frequencyof subvisiblecirrus
ics (associatedwith deep convection),yet a secondary and the fractional coverageof ice supersaturationfrom
maximum occurs at latitudes north of 30øN in an altiMOZAIC data is r -- 0.45, with an error probability
tude rangefrom 6 to 12 km [Wang et al., 1996]. Mid- (i.e., the probabilitythat the data are actually uncorrelatitude SVC is probably associatedwith cold fronts, lated in spiteof the resultr • 0) of 12%. This relatively
orographicforcing,or evencontrailgenerated[Schmidt low significanceis a consequenceof the sparsedatabase
et al., 1993]. Accordingto $assenet al. [1989],SVC (N - 13) we havefor the upper of the two layers. For
is characterized by an optical thickness of less than the lower layer (250 hPa, 10.5 km) the correlationis
0.03. Other SVC characteristics are less clear: Whereas
r = 0.71 with an error probability of less than 0.1%.
Sassenet al. [1989]find depolarizationratios lower The correlationis even strongerwhen we considerboth
than 0.2 for SVC, Lynch[1993]givesa rangeof 0.5-0.8. layers together, that is, when we disregardthe altitude.
Ice contentsare lessthan I mg/m3, mostice crystals With a databaseof 31 grid cells we get then r = 0.77
are small (< 10/•m), but nonspherical,althoughlarger with a negligiblestatistical error probability.
ice crystals (20 /•m) seem to be present occasionally, The analysis gives indeed a strong indication for
as indicatedby coronaeffects[Sassenand Cho, 1992]. an association of SVC with ISSRs, at least in a staWhether there are submicronparticles (ice, haze) in tistical sense: Where the fractional coverageof iceSVC is not known.
supersaturation is high, the frequency of occurrenceof
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of SAGE II frequency of subvisiblecirrus versusthe probability of ice
supersaturationfrom MOZAIC data in the layers centeredaround 12.5 km and 200 hPa (open
squares)and 10.5 km and 250 hPa (solidcircles). The straightlinesrepresentleast squaresfits,
usingall data (irrespectiveof pressureand altitude, solid),and usingonly data from singlelayers
(12.5 km, 200 hPa, long-dashed;10.5 km, 250 hPa, short-dashed).

in T42 grid boxes(i.e., 2.8ø x 2.8ø), avSVC is high, and vice versa. The correlation results supersaturation
about the association of SVC
eragedover the coatsetSAGE grid. To computealso a
with ISSRs on a case by case basis, as explained be- fractional coverageof SVC would require the "amount
fore. It might be that the correlation analyzed with when present" which we do not have at hand. So we
singleeventswould be weak for two reasons:(1) An had to compare and correlate different quantities and
ISSR could have lost its ice crystals through precipita- should therefore not expect the data points to scatter
tion and yet stay in an uplifting air mass,thereby adi- around a diagonal. There are also a few points with
abatically cooling and enhancing the supersaturation. low SVC frequency(around 5%) abovethe diagonal.
Such a transient SVC is in particular conceivablein the All these points belong to the 200 hPa layer which in
upper troposphereof the midlatitudes, where the rela- the midlatitude is often part of the lowermost stratotively warmair (comparedwith its tropicalcounterpart) sphere. The probable explanation for these points is
and the probably small number of ice crystals nucleat- that SVC is rare and short-lived above the tropopause
ing at slight ice supersaturationlead to large growth which makesits detectiondifficult, whereasice superrates in an uplifting air mass, which eventually results saturationis possiblethere [Murphyet al., 1990]and
in sedimentation.(2) On the other hand, the sediment- may be long-lived becauseit can be associatedto syning ice crystalscould fall out of the ISSR into subsat- optic phenomena[Gierenset al., 1999]. The rareness
urated air and easily reach falling distancesof 2 km of SVC in the lowermoststratospheremay alsoexplain
do not allow statements

[Hall and Pruppacher,1976]. Suchprocesses
couldde- the findingfrom Figure I that the relativefrequencyof
couple SVC from ISSR and contribute to the scatter occurrenceof SVC is usuallyhigher in the 250 hPa level
of the mean value data in Figure 1. Another contribu- than in the 200 hPa layer in the northern midlatitudes.
tion to the scatter may be due to the possibility that Anotherpossiblereasonfor thesefindingscouldbe the
there are alsomore opaquecirrus clouds(opticalthick- settling of SVC ice crystals: This would lead to an ISSR
nessslightly larger than 0.03) associatedwith ISSRs, in a higher level and to a SVC in a lower one and could
which

would

result

in a convoluted

SAGE

II

identifi-

cation. Also the varying compositionof the aerosolon
which SVC ice crystals nucleate may contribute to the
scatter of the data around the least squaresfit lines.
Most points in Figure I are on the right of the diagonal (y = x). This meansthat the relative frequency
of occurrence of SVC somewhere in a 24ø x 10ø grid
box is usually higher than the fractional coverageof ice

henceexplain why the "all data" fit in Figure I is less
steepthan the diagonal.
3.2. Correlation Between Ice Supersaturation
and Cirrus From Reanalyses

Unfortunately,the MOZAIC data coveronly a limited portion of the globe, and most of the world maps
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of Plate 1 is void of data. A strategy to fill these voids by thermodynamiccriteria and not by the presenceof
is to correlate the MOZAIC
data with data sources of suitable aerosol particles.
The top panel of Plate 2 presentsthe distributions
upper tropospheric humidity or cirrus cloudinessand
to use the

found

correlations

to infer

those

locations

of SVC (from SAGE II) at the four altitude levels16.5,

off the MOZAIC air routes where ice supersaturation 14.5, 12.5, and 10.5 km. (The figure containsthe same
in clear air might be frequent. For this purpose we data asPlate i of Wanget al. [1996],but with different
had at hand a data set of cirrus coveragethat has been colorcoding.) The bottom panelof Plate 2 presentsthe

constructedfrom an 11-year period (1983 to 1993) of cirruscoveragethat we havederivedfrom the ECMWF
ECMWF reanalysis
data[Gibsonet al., 1997]by Sausen reanalysisdata in the same fashion as Sausen et al.
are presentedat the pressure
et al. [1998]in orderto test their globaldistributionof [1998]. Cirruscoverages
the potential contrail coverage. These data have been levels 100, 150, 200, and 250 hPa. Please note that
correlatedwith the MOZAIC data (as before only in the SVC distribution is given in terms of "relative frethosegrid cellswhereP{IC = 1} is defined). The cor- quency of occurrence,"whereasthe cirrus cover is an
relation coefficients are 0.30 and 0.31 in the 200 and
areal fractional coverage. Thus the color bar for the
250 hPa layers, respectively, which are quite moder- SVC distribution extends from 0 to 100%, while that
ate valuesalthoughthey are highly significant(i.e., the for the cirrus coverextendsonly from 0 to 50%. A first
hypothesis that there is actually no correlation is very glanceat thesedistributionsshowsalready a striking
likely wrong). The moderate correlationbetweenthe similarity of the structuresin all four consideredlayers
two considereddata sets allows only a tentative conjec- givinga strongargumentin favorof the thermodynamic
ture that

the cirrus distribution

maxima

derived

from

control

of SVC formation.

For the correlation analysis we had first to smooth
the ECMWF reanalyses[Sausenet al., 1998, Figure
the
ECMWF data to a 24ø x 10ø (longitude x lati6] indicatealsowhereISSRs might be frequentoff the
MOZAIC air routes. Maximum ISSR frequencies may tude) resolutionof the SAGE data. Further, we have
be expected over the Indonesian archipelago and over excluded data points with no SVC or no cirrus from
the Amazonas basin, in particular at higher altitudes the analysis. The result is displayedin Figure 2. As
(near the tropopause)that commercialairlinersdo not it is already indicated in Plate 2, the correlationsare
reach (seePlate 2, bottom panels). Another regionof quite strong here: we find correlation coefficients of
presumablyhigh probability for occurrenceof ISSRs ap- 0.86 (numberof data points N = 88), 0.89 (N =
pears in the northern Pacific between Japan and the
Canadian

west coast.

134), 0.83 (N = 213), and 0.53 (N = 225)for the
100hPa/16.5 kin, 150hPa/14.5 km, 200 hPa/12.5 kin,
and 250 hPa/10.5 km layers,respectively.In the low-

est layer the correlation is 0.80 when only data points
from the SouthernHemisphere(south of-15 ø, downand Cirrus From Reanalyses
ward pointing triangles in Figure 2) are considered.
Finally, we want to study whether the distribution The low overall correlationin this layer comesfrom the
of SVC in the upper troposphere and lowermost strato- large scatter of the Northern Hemispheredata (north
sphereis controlled by thermodynamicsor whether the of +15 ø, upwardpointingtrianglesin Figure 2) which
presenceof suitable ice nuclei is a confiningfactor. We have a correlationof 0.53. All correlationsare highly
sawalreadyabove(section3.1) that SVC and ice super- significant,although the scatter in the lowermostlayer
3.3.

Correlation

Between

Subvisible

Cirrus

saturation are probably associated, which is an argument for the dominant role of thermodynamics in SVC
formation. However, the variation in the compositionof
the atmosphericaerosolthat allows nucleation of SVC
ice crystalsmay contribute to the scatter of data points
in Figure 1. Furthermore, the data about ice supersaturation are confinedto mainly the northern midlatitudes

is quite large.

Theseresultsmay be interpretedin the followingway:
SVC formation in the higher altitudes of the troposphere(i.e., tropical SVC) is mainly driven by thermodynamics which implies that suitable ice nuclei should
be ubiquitous in these layers. In fact, the very low
temperature at the tropical tropopausemakesfreezing
and we would like to know which is the dominant inof solution droplets rather insensitive to the chemical
fluenceon SVC formation in other regionsof the world composition of the dissolved aerosol, at least in iceas well. For this purpose we are now going to compare supersaturatedair masses.In the lowermostlayer conthe SAGE II SVC data with the meteorologicalanalysis sidered (midlatitude SVC) the situation is more comdata of the ECMWF
which we use in the same fashion
plicated. Whereasthe correlationis high in the Southas before, but now with a greater extension to upper ern Hemisphere, it is considerablyweaker than anylevels in order to reach the tropical tropopause, that is, where else in the Northern Hemisphere. The reason
weincludethe 100and 150hPa levels(whichcorrespond for this differencecould be the following: The midlatiroughlyto SAGE II's 16.5 and 14.5 km altitude levels). tude tropopauseregionis much warmer than its tropical
The following considerationsprovide s[rong arguments counterpart, hencethe dominant role of thermodynamfor the view that SVC formation is mainly controlled ics seemsto be weaker and the nucleation of ice crys-
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Plate 2. (top) Globaldistribution
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Figure 2. Scatterplot
of SAGEII frequency
of subvisible
cirrusversusthe fractionalcoverage
of
cirrusfrom ECMWF reanalyses
(ERA data) in the layerscenteredaround16.5 km and 100 hPa
(topleftpanel),14.5kmand150hPa(bottomleft), 12.5kmand200hPa(topright),and10.5km
and 250 hPa (bottomright). The straightlinesrepresent
leastsquaresfits. In the bottomright
panel,plusesreferto the equatorialzone(-15 ø to +15ø), downwardpointingsolidtrianglesrefer
to the SouthernHemisphere
(southof -15ø), and upwardpointingopentrianglesreferto the
NorthernHemisphere
(northof +15ø). The solidline is a leastsquares
fit for all data points,the
short-dashedline is a fit for the SouthernHemispheredata, and the long-dashedline is a fit for
the Northern Hemisphere data.

temperature
fluctuations
then
talsisprobably
moresensitive
to thecomposition
ofthe gioncouldleadto weaker
aerosol
andits freezing
properties.
It is conceivable
that in the NorthernHemisphere.Suchfluctuationswould

scaleSVCformation
although
the
the aerosolat the Northern Hemispheretropopauseis allowsmall(subgrid)
temperature
meanwouldnot,thatis,theflucmuchmorevariablein its compositionthan the South- gridscale
ernHemisphere
aerosol
dueto anthropogenic
influence,tuations are a further sourceof the scatter of the data
forexample,
air traffic.(Theinvestigation
ofthisiscurrentlyunderway
withinthe European
research
project
interhemispheric
differences
in cirrusproperties
from
anthropogenic
emissions
(INCA). Forinformation
visit

pointsin the 250hPadiagram,andthe stronger
fluc-

tuations in the Northern Hemisphere lead to stronger

scatteras compared
to the SouthernHemisphere.A

general
causeof the scatterof the datapointsin the
250
hPa
diagramis the predicted
transientnatureof
thefollowing
website:http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/inca/)
section3.1).
Thus the fleezingof a more homogeneous
Southern midlatitudeSVC (compare

Hemisphere
aerosol
wouldagainbe controlled
moreby
thermodynamics,
whereas
the fleezingof the variable 4. Summary and Conclusions
Northern Hemisphereaerosolis at least partly controlledbythe aerosol
composition
anditsfreezingprop-

In the presentpaperwe haveinvestigatedthe occurerties. A further effectcouldoriginatefrom the stronger rence of ice-supersaturatedregionsand their relation
midlatitudinal instantaneoustemperature fluctuations to subvisible cirrus in the northern midlatitudes. Using
on a 300 x 300 km2 scale as compared to the tropics humidityand temperaturedata from MOZAIC, we de[Gierens
et al., 1997].Although
therearenodataon terminedthoseregionsin the upper tropospherewhere
is frequent. For two 50 hPa thick
corresponding
fluctuations
intheSouthern
Hemisphere,ice supersaturation
layers
centered
around
200 and 250 hPa we have prothe morehomogeneous
land/seadistributionin this re-
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ducedmapsthat showthe probability of ice supersatu- rather high coefficients(r > 0.8) for all but the lowration as functionsof longitudeand latitude. It wasnot ermostconsideredlayer (250 hPa/10.5 km, r m 0.5).
possibleto givea globaldistribution,though,sincethe The largerscatterin the 250 hPa/10.5 km layer (which
MOZAIC flightsare mainly concentrated
in the north- mainly representsmidlatitudeSVC) originatesfrom the
ern midlatitudes. Mean probabilities of ice supersatu- Northern Hemispheredata alone (r - 0.53), whereas
ration in the covered areas are 11.2% for the 200 hPa the correspondingdata for the Southern Hemisphere
layerand 15.2%for the 250 hPa layer. Maximumval- again showa high correlation(r = 0.80). A potential
ues exceed33%, for example, over the Atlantic about reason for this difference is a more variable aerosol com10ø west of Brittany in France. Thesenumbersare con- positionin the northern midlatitude tropopauseregion
sistent with earlier determinations of potential contrail than in the southernmidlatitudesdueto anthropogenic
coverage
[Sausenet at., 1998],whichrequiresicesuper- influences(e.g., air traffic). The upper tropospheric
saturation.
temperature is higher at midlatitudesthan in the tropThe comparisonof the MOZAIC ice-supersaturation ics and therefore SVC formation at midlatitudes may
data with the SAGE II data of subvisible cirrus at mid- dependmore stronglyon the fleezingpropertiesof the
latitudesgavethe strongindicationthat thesephenom- aerosol. Another possiblecontribution of the scatter of
ena are associated,which is not surprisingsinceit is the data are larger instantaneoussmall-scaletemper-

plausibleto assumethat the formationof SVC icecrys-

ature fluctuations

in the northern

than in the South-

tals needssupersaturation. The probability of occur- ern Hemisphere(wherewe have unfortunatelyno data
rence of a certain degreeof supersaturationdecreases on this). A generalsourceto the data scatter in the

exponentially
with supersaturation
in ISSRs.Therefore 250 hPa layer can be the short lifetime of midlatitude
onemay conjecturethat the formationof SVC startsat SVC comparedto the lifetime of ice-supersaturatedreonly slightsupersaturation,
perhapsby depositionnu- gions.
cleation,that is, aggregation
of watermolecules
directly ISSRshavenot attractedmuchinterestduringthe re-

andresearch
onSVCisnowbeginning
to'
from the vapor phaseonto suitable nuclei. In contrast cent50years,
to this, the formationof visiblecirrusneedsmoresub- appear, though mostly confinedto the tropical species.
stantialsupersaturation
[Heymsfietd
et at., 1998]. In Hence there are many open questions:What is the critspiteof their association
with ISSR, midlatitudeSVC ical supersaturation for SVC formation? Which are the
mightbe onlya transientphenomenon
in ISSRswith a suitable nuclei for that process? Which kind of nuclemuchshorterlifetime (hours)comparedto that of IS- ation occurs? How does SVC evolve within an ISSR?
Are lifetimes of midlatitude SVC and ISSR different?
SRs(synoptictimescale,
i.e., somedays).
AlthoughSVC
In order to derive a global picture of ISSR occurrence Is SVC really a transientphenomenon?
one must, regarding the lack of global MOZAIC-like is, by definition, invisible looking vertically from the
data, try to connectthe MOZAIC data with global data ground, it is a widespread, ubiquitous, and frequent
sets of upper tropospheric humidity or cirrus coverage. scatterer of radiation in the coldest part of the lower
Here we tried for that purpose cirrus distributions con- atmosphere,and may thus have a significantinfluence
structedby Sausenet at. [1998]from ECMWF reanal- on the energy balance of the globe, hence on climate.
yses. Unfortunately, the correlation between the data It shouldreceivea high researchpriority, and the quessetsis moderate (m 0.3), so that locationsof frequent tions formulated above should be addressedin experiice supersaturationoff the MOZAIC air routes can only mental flight campaignsin combinationwith evaluation
be tentatively inferred from this cirrus data set. We of satellite data sets and microphysicalsimulations.
might expect high ISSR frequenciesover the IndoneAcknowledgments.
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sian archipelago,over the Amazonasbasin, and in the
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